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a b s t r a c t 

We present a curve-skeleton extraction method in the form of curve-skeleton transfer from the source shape to 
the target. The shapes we deal with need to be in correspondence. They are discretized as meshes embedded in 
3D and are not necessarily watertight. They can even be in arbitrary topology, and furthermore be disconnected 
point clouds. Our method associates the source skeleton with the source shape and computes the optimal rigid 
transformations towards the corresponding query shape points. This transformation for each source skeleton 
point is followed by a post-processing operation. Fixed skeleton connectivity maintained throughout the transfer 
guarantees that the resulting skeleton is as complex as the source skeleton, e.g., no redundant branches and 
complicated joint hierarchies. The performance and versatility of our method as well as its advantages over a 
direct skeleton extraction method are demonstrated. 
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. Introduction 

The set of points having more than one closest point to the boundary
f a shape is called the medial-axis or skeleton. Since its first introduc-
ion in [1] , many of its variants have been developed and used in shape
nalysis, retrieval, deformation, and many other applications. 

One problematic issue with the initial version of the medial-axis is
eing too sensitive to small variations on the boundary. Even with a
oundary with small noise, the produced medial-axis is too complex to
e processed or to be practical especially for 3D shapes because medial-
xis of a 3D shape not only consists of curves, but also contains 2D sur-
aces. Such structures are unnecessarily complex for some applications.
o promote usage of medial-axis, 1D curve representations of medial-
xis, called curve-skeletons, have been introduced. In spite of their dif-
erences, the terms curve-skeleton and skeleton are used interchange-
bly in the literature. Throughout the paper, we refer to curve-skeleton
y the phrase “skeleton ”. 

Numerous methods have been proposed for computing medial-axes
f shapes. In cases where there are several shapes in correspondence
uch that they represent different poses of the same entity at different
imes, e.g., animation sequences, some recent techniques like [2] al-
ow transfer of medial-axis computed for one shape to other shapes.
nalogously, many methods have been proposed for extracting curve
keletons of shapes, however, no study has been done specifically for
ransferring an already extracted curve-skeleton between shapes in cor-
espondence. There exist common scenarios where this correspondence
nformation is available, e.g., animation sequences, simulated models,
r registered models. Computing the skeleton for each shape directly in
∗ Corresponding author. 
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uch scenarios with the existing methods has three disadvantages. First,
he extraction process for all the shapes may take a long time as each
ne is treated independently in isolation. Second, it is highly unlikely
hat the resulting skeletons will be registered to each other vertex-by-
ertex, however, this missing one-to-one correspondence property may
lso be desirable. Third, many of the skeleton extraction methods re-
uire that the mesh, arguably the most common shape representation,
s watertight, i.e., possess no holes, voids, or non-manifold structures,
nd complete, and represented by fine tessellations. Majority of these
irect methods are also likely to suffer from producing artifacts such as
edundant branches. 

In this study, we propose a simple yet accurate method that enables
urve-skeleton transfer between shapes in correspondence. To do this,
e need an already extracted skeleton, which we refer to as the source

keleton throughout the paper. Firstly, for each source skeleton vertex,
e associate a set of vertices of the mesh from which it is extracted.
his mesh is called the source mesh throughout the paper. The corre-
pondence process to achieve this association is explained in detail in
ection 3.1 . Subsequently, for each skeleton vertex, the optimum rigid
ransformation that maps its associated vertices to the corresponding
oint set of the target shape is computed separately. Note that, the tar-
et shape in our versatile method admit many representations but, with-
ut loss of generality, we assume mesh representation hereafter. Note
lso that this target mesh is also referred to as the input mesh since we
ant to extract the skeleton for this query mesh. Optimum transforma-

ion computation results in a rotation matrix and a translation vector
or each skeleton vertex. The resulting transformations are applied to
heir skeleton vertices one-by-one, transferring the skeleton vertices to
2019 
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he input mesh. This transfer process is explained in Section 3.2 . Finally,
D curve skeleton is smoothed during the post-processing stage whose
etails are given in Section 3.3 . 

The study has two main contributions. 

• A curve-skeleton transfer method which works quite fast, does not
require skeleton computation for each target mesh from scratch,
preserves connectivity and complexity of the source skeleton and
works even if the target meshes have degeneracies up to some ex-
tent. Meshes are not necessarily watertight and in fixed topology,
and furthermore can be disconnected triangle soups or point clouds.

• Two novel error metrics that allow us to measure the accuracy of
centeredness property of a curve-skeleton inside of tubular struc-
tures quantitatively and to compare the results with other methods
in a more systematic way. To our knowledge, no quantitative er-
ror metric was proposed in previous studies to assess centeredness
property of curve-skeletons. 

. Related work 

Unlike medial-axis, curve-skeleton is not formally defined. Although
ome attempts were made to mathematically define what a curve-
keleton is, e.g., Dey and Sun [3] , these definitions have not been ac-
epted widely by the community. Due to the lack of formal definition,
here has not been an exact algorithm to compute the curve-skeleton of
 shape. However, several properties that should be satisfied by a curve-
keleton is listed at least: Topology preserving, invariance under isomet-
ic transformations, reconstructability, thinness, centeredness, reliabil-
ty, component-wise differentiation, connectedness, robustness, smooth-
ess, and hierarchicalness. We will not explain what those properties
ean for the brevity of the discussion, those who are interested in brief
efinitions and analysis of those properties are encouraged to read the
urvey [4] . Identification of the properties does definitely not imply that
 curve-skeleton should satisfy all of them. In fact, it is impossible for
 curve-skeleton to satisfy all of the properties because some of them
re conflicting. For example, centeredness and robustness are conflict-
ng properties which further implies a curve-skeleton does not have to
e a subset of the medial-axis invalidating the definition in [3] . Instead
f fulfilling all of the properties, non-conflicting and different subsets of
hem are satisfied for different applications. This has led to development
f numerous techniques and algorithms to compute the curve-skeleton
f a shape. 

First computing medial-axis and then pruning it to obtain the curve-
keleton is one of the most widely used strategies for computing curve-
keleton of a shape, Li et al. [5] and Yan et al. [6] are recent exam-
les to algorithms adopting this strategy. Low robustness to surface
oise and computational expensiveness are two major drawbacks of
uch approaches. Some techniques to produce robust skeletons have also
een developed. For example, a generalized potential field generated
y charges placed on the surface of the object is used by Chuang et al.
7] in order to define a repulsive force that pushes the surface towards
entering skeleton. Even though curve-skeletons produced by such such
echniques are almost excellent in terms of robustness and smoothness,
t is challenging to trace the field discontinuities due to numerical issues
nd their computational cost is quite high. Exploiting curve-skeleton ex-
raction in 2D which is a relatively well-studied area is another strategy
or 3D curve-skeleton extraction. For example in [8] , the shape is first
rthographically projected onto 2D scenes, its curve-skeleton is com-
uted in 2D domain, and it is projected back to 3D. Although robust
urve-skeletons can be computed with a low computational cost with
his method, it may be out of the shape and a large number of projec-
ions may be required. Contraction-based methods have been becoming
ore popular in curve-skeleton extraction area. Tagliasacchi et al. [9] is
 good representative of this family, which was also used in this study to
xtract the source skeleton. Major drawbacks of such methods are they
sually require many parameters to tune, quite different skeletons can
e generated for different discretization of the same surface, and they
sually assume that the surface is watertight, possessing no holes. Other
han these, many different methods were developed for curve-skeleton
omputation from probabilistic methods [10] to the ones using shape di-
meter function [11] . Curve-skeleton extraction methods are certainly
ot limited the mentioned ones, those who are interested are encouraged
o read the surveys [4] and [12] . Both medial-axis and curve-skeleton
omputation has drawn noticeable attention up to now, and this trend
ill most probably continue in the future due to the diverse range of
pplications taking advantages of them. 

One of the applications in which skeletons are quite useful is the
ompact encoding of animation sequences. A naïve approach that stores
ach animation frame model explicitly with the full mesh details would
e too redundant and expensive in terms of streaming, storage, and pro-
essing. Extracting and rigging the skeleton of a single model is a much
ore efficient alternative for the faithful reproduction of the sequence
oses [13–15] . These methods have been improved recently, at the ex-
ense of increased computational load, by automatic pruning of redun-
ant bones [16] and introduction of deformable medial spheres [2] . The
nput to this family of methods is a set of example poses with temporal
onsistency, i.e., different poses with the same fixed connectivity. We
hould note that while most of the sequences come with this informa-
ion naturally, e.g., meshes produced by animations, deformations, sim-
lations, and registrations, one can also employ fully automatic dense
orrespondence algorithms to obtain this knowledge [17–21] . 

Another usage of skeletons is to represent static models efficiently
or various purposes such as animation or deformation. Given a static
haracter mesh and a generic template skeleton, for instance, Baran and
opovi ć [22] adjusts the skeleton so it can fit into the mesh properly
nd then attaches it to the surface with the appropriate blend skinning
eights that derive the animation afterwards. Electors voting approach

23] performs similarly for this so-called animation re-targeting task
xcept it extracts the skeleton automatically instead of fitting a tem-
late. Regardless of how skeleton is placed in this family of animation
e-targeting methods, one needs to bind the skeleton to the surface ver-
ices with the appropriate blend skinning weights to enable the anima-
ion of the skeletonized object. This is either a manual burdensome pro-
ess or an automated process up to some accuracy issues [24,25] . Note
hat, if the source mesh is weighted properly then the skeletonized ob-
ect through our transfer is already equipped with this important weight
nformation since the new skeleton comes with its binding to the new
urface through perfect correspondences. 

There are several other useful static shape representations through
keletons. Shape retrieval application, for instance, greatly benefits from
keletons while comparing the similarity between a query model and
any database models without getting confused and slowed down by

he geometric factors [4,26,27] . Sometimes, however, these geometric
actors may be useful, e.g., skeletons of a horse and a camel are similar
ut they are geometrically different and should not be matched [28] .
onsequently, one needs to keep this trade-off in mind while employing
keletons for this task. 

Several applications like the ones mentioned above usually use a se-
ies of poses of the same model. A computationally lightweight method
or computing curve-skeletons for all of the poses of a model such that
he resulting curve-skeletons will be topologically equivalent and have
he same number of skeletal elements is lacking. At this point, one may
ttempt to use medial-axis deformation based methods like [29] and
2] . Nevertheless, such methods are proposed for generating surfaces
or animating mesh sequences and using them for curve-skeleton trans-
er comes with a few important disadvantages. For example, in the ap-
roach in [2] , which was based on [30] , the two stage optimization
rocess is computationally costly. Even for a small number of medial
rimitives ( ∼ 50), the computation takes dozens of seconds yet it takes
ess than a second with the method proposed here for a large number
f skeleton vertices ( ∼ 500) (See Section 4.9 ). Moreover, the proposed
ethod allows curve-skeleton transfer when the input subject changes,
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Fig. 2. Two cylinders represented as triangular meshes. The cylinder at bottom 

is thicker than the one at top, that is, 𝑟 
′

𝑖 
> 𝑟 𝑖 , and also ℎ 

′
≥ ℎ . Subfigures at right 

show the top views of the cross sections of the cylinders to better depict the 
setup. As r i increases, the area of the cylinder increases non-linearly. 
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.g., transfer from a male to a female, or from a slim subject to a fat
ne (See Section 4.3 ). However, it is unclear how deformation based
ethods behave when used for such a purpose. As mentioned, medial-

xis deformation methods and this study bring solutions to different
roblems. If the objective is to embed surface information into a me-
ial structure and reconstruct the animated surface, then deformation
ethods like [2] should be favoured. Nevertheless, if the objective is

o compute curve-skeletons for a series of poses of the same model, or
ven a different model up to some extend (See Section 4.3 ), in a very
ast manner, it is advantageous to use our transfer approach. 

. Method 

The method we propose consists of three stages. A correspondence
etween the source mesh and its skeleton is established in the first stage
hich we call as surface correspondence. Once the surface correspon-
ence is established, the optimum rigid transformations transferring the
keleton of the source mesh to the possible skeletons of the other in-
ut meshes are estimated. Skeleton transfer stage is followed by a post-
rocessing stage in which the estimated skeletons -which are 3D medial
urves- are smoothed by using Laplacian smoothing. 

.1. Surface correspondence 

In order to transfer to the input mesh, we need a source mesh and its
keleton, which can be created manually or computed by any skeleton
xtraction method. We should make sure the skeleton extraction method
e are using can extract the skeleton as correct as possible. We used

he Mean Curvature Flow (MCF) method proposed in [9] to extract the
ource skeleton from the source mesh. The source skeletons used in this
tudy are shown in Fig. 1 . Please note that the part of the extracted
ource skeleton in the right foot of the human mesh does not precisely
atisfy the medial-axis property. Consequently, the transferred skeletons
lso do not satisfy the medial-axis property precisely in that region of
he meshes ( Section 4 ). 

A correspondence between the source mesh and the source skeleton
hould be established so that the source skeleton can be transferred to
he input meshes using this correspondence. We continue to provide
etails for this correspondence computation. 

It is assumed that the source skeleton consists of piece-wise linear
D curves wherein joints are represented as vertices (which we call as
keleton vertices) and if any two vertices are connected, they form a line
egment. For the i th vertex of the source skeleton 𝐬 𝑖 = [ 𝑠 𝑖 𝑥 𝑠 𝑖 𝑦 𝑠 𝑖 𝑧 ] 

𝑇 , we
rst determine the number of mesh vertices N i with which we are go-

ng to establish correspondence. Let ( s i , v i ,1 ) be a pair of vertices where
 𝑖, 1 = [ 𝑣 𝑖, 1 𝑥 𝑣 𝑖, 1 𝑦 𝑣 𝑖, 1 𝑧 ] 

𝑇 is the closest vertex of the source mesh to s i in
erms of Euclidean distance. Let us denote the distance between s and
i 

Fig. 1. Source skeletons to be transferred (human in two views). 
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 i ,1 as r i . We define 𝑟 min as the smallest of such distances for all the skele-
on vertices, i.e., 𝑟 min = min { 𝑟 1 , 𝑟 2 , … , 𝑟 𝑁 

} where N is the total number
f vertices in the source skeleton. 

Let us consider a hypothetical case in which s i is inside of a cylin-
rical shape with height h . v i ,1 , r i , and the setup is depicted at the top
ow of Fig. 2 . The top view of the cross section of the cylinder is shown
t right to better see the setup. s i is corresponded with a number of
ertices chosen from the surface of the cylinder. At the bottom row of
ig. 2 , a thicker cylinder is given such that 𝑟 

′
𝑖 
> 𝑟 𝑖 . It is clear that the

urface area of the cylinder increases with increasing r i if ℎ 
′
≥ ℎ . As

he cylinder gets thicker, ℎ 
′

tends to be larger than h implying that the
urface area non-linearly depends on r i . Consequently, N i should be in-
reased non-linearly with increasing r i , otherwise, lacking number of
orresponding vertices leads to suboptimal skeleton transfer results. Be-
ides, it is not a proper way to directly use Euclidean distance between
 i and v i ,1 while deciding N i because the scales of meshes may differ.
sing the ratio 𝜌𝑖 ∶= 𝑟 𝑖 ∕ 𝑟 min instead of r i by-passes this problem. This

eads us to choose N i as 

 𝑖 = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎩ 

8 + ⌊8 𝜌𝑖 ⌋, if 𝜌𝑖 ≤ 3 
8 + ⌊12 𝜌𝑖 ⌋, if 3 < 𝜌𝑖 ≤ 6 
8 + ⌊16 𝜌𝑖 ⌋, if 6 < 𝜌𝑖 . 

(1) 

When we do not use any constant term and 𝜌i is close to 1, N i becomes
mall for a robust transformation estimation. Thus, we added a constant
erm to the equation. To reflect the non-linearity between 𝜌i and N i 

entioned at the previous paragraph, we divided the equation into three
ases and we increase the coefficient of 𝜌i with increasing 𝜌i . The value
f the initial term which is 8 and the coefficients of 𝜌i which are 8,
2, and 16 are determined through various experiments covering many
ifferent cases. Please note that there can exist different procedures for
etermining N i , the one presented in this study produces fairly accurate
esults which will be discussed thoroughly in Section 4 . 

Determination of N i is followed by choosing N i vertices on the mesh.
t is better to choose the corresponding vertices on the rigid body part
f the source mesh to which s i is related so that the estimated rota-
ion matrix and translation vector will be consistent. Choosing corre-
ponding vertices on an unrelated body part would lead to suboptimal
otation matrix and translation vector estimation. Nevertheless, choos-
ng simply closest N i mesh vertices to s i may result in corresponding
ertices clustered in a small area which would provide redundant in-
ormation or again lead to suboptimal rotation matrix and translation
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Fig. 3. An inter-subject skeleton transfer case (from the source in Fig. 1 to this 
different human) showing the resulting skeleton when just the closest mesh ver- 
tices to skeleton vertices were chosen as corresponding vertices (top-right) and 
when 𝜌i parameter was used (bottom right). 
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ector estimation. The corresponding vertices of s i should lie on the
ody part of the mesh to which s i is related as much as possible while
he distance between them should be as large as possible. To achieve
his, we choose N i vertices on the mesh which are closest to s i and
hey do not belong to each others’ 1-ring neighbourhoods. More for-
ally, let  1 ( 𝐯 ) be the set of vertices in 1-ring neighbourhood of vertex
 and 𝐶 𝑖 = { 𝐯 𝑖, 1 , 𝐯 𝑖, 2 , … , 𝐯 𝑖,𝑁 𝑖 

} be the set of correspondent points of s i ,
e choose the N i closest vertices on the source mesh to s i such that
 1 ( 𝐯 𝑖,𝑙 ) ∩ 1 ( 𝐯 𝑖,𝑚 ) ∉ 𝐶 𝑖 for l ≠m . The selection routine can easily be im-

lemented first by sorting the mesh vertices according to their distances
o s i and then constructing the set C i . 

Before finishing this subsection, we would like to justify the need of
aking the number of corresponding vertices for a skeleton vertex s i 
ependent on 𝜌i and making them not to belong to each others’ 1-ring
eighbourhoods. As mentioned, if we correspond s i just with a number
f mesh vertices closest to it, then the corresponding vertices have the
isk of clustering in a small area on a part of the mesh. This may further
ead to distorted transferred skeletons especially between inter-subjects.
ig. 3 depicts an example of this phenomenon. In this example, the clus-
ered vertices for the skeleton vertices going through the torso of the
uman were all selected from the back of the subject. When the skele-
on was transferred to a mesh of another subject, the skeleton segment
n the torso became distorted, given in the top-right subfigure. This was
ue to the fact that, as all corresponding points for the distorted part of
he skeleton were from the back, the estimated transformations for those
keleton vertices cannot capture the surface on the stomach of the mesh.
esulting skeleton when we used 𝜌i alleviates this problem as shown at

he bottom-right subfigure. 

.2. Skeleton transfer 

While transferring the source skeleton to a target with correspon-
ence, its number of vertices and connectivity of vertices are preserved
o that we obtain a skeleton for the target mesh registered to the source
keleton vertex-by-vertex. To achieve this, we first compute the opti-
um rotation matrix �̂� 𝑖 and translation vector 𝐭 𝑖 that map the corre-

ponding mesh vertices C i of the source skeleton vertex s i to the corre-
ponding vertices D i of the input mesh, and then apply the computed
ransformation to s i to find the corresponding skeleton vertex of the in-
ut mesh �̂� . Detailed derivation of the optimum rotation matrix and
𝑖 
ranslation vector computation method we used can be found in [31] .
ot to extend the discussion by repeating the steps in the indicated

tudy, we just state the optimization problem and give its solution. 
Let 𝐷 𝑖 ∶= { 𝐰 𝑖, 1 , 𝐰 𝑖, 2 , … , 𝐰 𝑖,𝑁 𝑖 

} be the set of vertices of the input mesh
orresponding to its skeleton vertex �̂� 𝑖 . As the input mesh is registered
o the source mesh, the vertices in D i are also registered to the vertices
n the set C i with the same id numbers. To obtain �̂� 𝑖 and ̂𝐭 𝑖 , we define
he following error metric: 

 𝑖 ( 𝐑 𝑖 , 𝐭 𝑖 ) ∶= 

𝑁 𝑖 ∑
𝑗=1 

||( 𝐑 𝑖 𝐯 𝑖,𝑗 + 𝐭 𝑖 ) − 𝐰 𝑖,𝑗 ||2 . (2)

Our aim is to solve the optimization problem 

 ̂𝐑 𝑖 , ̂𝐭 𝑖 ) = argmin 
𝐑 𝑖 , 𝐭 𝑖 

𝐸 𝑖 ( 𝐑 𝑖 , 𝐭 𝑖 ) (3)

ubject to 𝐑 𝑖 𝐑 

𝑇 
𝑖 
= 𝐑 

𝑇 
𝑖 
𝐑 𝑖 = 𝐈 . 

Please note that optimum rotation matrix and translation vector for
ach skeleton vertex of the input mesh, i.e., �̂� 𝑖 and ̂𝐭 𝑖 are computed for
ach s i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , by using the method described in [31] . Subsequently,
e find the location of the source skeleton vertex s i when it is transferred

o the input mesh by using the linear transformation 

̂
 𝑖 = �̂� 𝑖 𝐬 𝑖 + ̂𝐭 𝑖 . (4)

Computation of skeleton vertices ̂𝐬 𝑖 for the input mesh is followed by
opying the edges in the source skeleton directly to the skeleton for the
nput mesh. In other words, if there is an edge between s i and s j in the
ource skeleton, we connect ̂𝐬 𝑖 and ̂𝐬 𝑗 by adding an edge between them.

Note that, we build our approach on the observation that even if the
hape exhibits large non-rigid deformations, majority of the skeleton
oves locally rigidly, e.g., from ankle to elbow. The optimal rotations

nd translations handle the rigid movement of the local parts as well
s the non-rigid movement of the minor joint regions which are suffi-
iently small, e.g., elbow. This is validated through our comprehensive
valuations which involve skeleton transfer under very large non-rigid
ransformations ( Section 4 ). 

.3. Postprocessing 

When we follow the procedure mentioned up to now, we obtain a
keleton for the input mesh registered to the source skeleton, and we
all it as the transferred skeleton. 1D curve representing the transferred
keleton may have ripples like in the figure at right due to the nonzero
rror values resulting in Eq. (2) . In order to get rid of those ripples as
uch as possible, we applied Laplacian smoothing method to the 1D

urve representing the transferred skeleton. 

We introduce the notion of skeleton segment to explain the smooth-
ng process more rigorously. Let s i and s j be skeleton vertices having
nly one neighbour or more than two neighbours. If all the edges be-
ween s i and s j on the path from s i to s j have exactly two neighbours,
e call this path as a skeleton segment having s i and s j as terminals. 

Let { 𝐬 1 , 𝐬 2 , … , 𝐬 𝐿 −1 , 𝐬 𝐿 } be a skeleton segment and let
 𝐬 ′1 , 𝐬 

′
2 , … , 𝐬 ′

𝐿 −1 , 𝐬 
′
𝐿 
} be the smoothed version of it. Positions of the

erminal vertices are preserved, i.e., 𝐬 ′1 = 𝐬 1 and 𝐬 ′
𝐿 
= 𝐬 𝐿 . Let s j be a

on-terminal vertex in the segment. Let 𝐬 𝑗−1 be the preceding vertex
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Fig. 4. An extreme case in 2D setup in which the shape boundary is zigzaggy. 
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nd 𝐬 𝑗+1 be the succeeding vertex of it. Weight 𝑤 𝑗−1 of the edge between
 𝑗−1 and s j and weight w j of the edge between s j and 𝐬 𝑗+1 are defined as

 𝑗−1 ∶= 

1 
||𝐬 𝑗 − 𝐬 𝑗−1 || (5)

nd 

 𝑗 ∶= 

1 
||𝐬 𝑗+1 − 𝐬 𝑗 || , (6)

espectively. After computation of the weights, the displacement vector
 j for s j is computed as 

 𝑗 ∶= 

𝑤 𝑗−1 𝐬 𝑗−1 + 𝑤 𝑗 𝐬 𝑗+1 
𝑤 𝑗−1 + 𝑤 𝑗 

− 𝐬 𝑗 . (7)

Finally, 𝐬 ′
𝑗 

is computed by the relation 

 

′
𝑗 
= 𝐬 𝑗 + 0 . 5 𝐝 𝑗 . (8)

Applying Laplacian smoothing procedure just one time may not be
nough to reach a satisfying smooth skeleton segment. Thus, the smooth-
ng procedure is applied repeatedly to a skeleton segment until the dis-
lacement is sufficiently small. To this end, iterations continue until
.5|| d j || < 0.05 𝜆avg condition is satisfied for any s j where 𝜆avg is the av-
rage edge length of the source skeleton segment. 

The smoothing operation we used is computationally lightweight, as
upported by the timing values given in Section 4.9 . It smoothes the
urve-skeleton mostly in one pass, acting just like a low-pass filter, if
ot, in a few passes. Note that, it does not check any condition about
urface boundary which may arise the question whether it can push the
ransferred skeleton out of the shape boundary. For this to happen for
 skeleton vertex s j , 0.5|| d j || > r j should be satisfied where r j is the dis-
ance to the closest mesh vertex to s j . Although it is mathematically pos-
ible, this can be considered as an extreme case. An example setup to this
ase is given in Fig. 4 in 2D to easily explain the case. In the figure, black
ines represent shape boundary, red lines represent its curve-skeleton,
 𝑗−1 , s j , 𝐬 𝑗+1 represent three consecutive skeleton vertices, 0.5 d j repre-

ents half of the displacement vector, and 𝐬 ′
𝑗 

represents new position of
 j . It is hard to encounter such very thin and zigzaggy mesh structures in
nimation characters. Legs of the horse and centaur models are closest
xamples to such structures in the datasets we used and the smoothing
peration did not push the transferred skeleton out of those structures.
espite all of these, one can still modify the smoothing operation adding
 boundary check condition or use a completely different one to ensure
he skeleton is inside of the shape boundary if the dataset includes such
ery thin and zigzaggy structures as in Fig. 4 . However, this may make
he smoothing operation computationally expensive relative to surface
orrespondence and transfer stages. 

. Experiments 

In this section, we will first present the datasets used in the ex-
eriments. Subsequently, we will briefly explain the experiments we
onducted to test the performance of the method in various cases and
iscuss the corresponding results. Finally, we will present the time con-
umed by the method for each model. 
.1. Datasets 

We used the FAUST dataset [32] and the TOSCA dataset [33] in the
xperiments, for human and non-human skeleton extraction demonstra-
ions, respectively. FAUST comes with triangulated meshes of 10 human
ubjects, each in 10 different poses. The meshes were obtained by regis-
ering a template mesh to all these poses, hence one-to-one correspon-
ence is available over the dataset. We used a subset of this dataset that
onsists of 4 subjects. One pose of the first subject is used as the source
esh from which the source skeleton was extracted. 9 other meshes of

his first subject are used as inputs to our intra-subject skeleton transfer
xperiments ( Section 4.2 ), and the remaining 30 meshes are the inputs
o the inter-subject part ( Section 4.3 ). We also create and use the down-
ampled point clouds ( Section 4.4 ) and punctured versions ( Section 4.5 )
f these meshes for other experiments that demonstrate versatility. 

TOSCA, on the other hand, is a synthetic dataset obtained by deform-
ng reference mesh models towards new poses, which also brings one-to-
ne correspondence information. We used Centaur, Horse, Gorilla, and
olf subjects from TOSCA. One mesh of each subject class provides the

espective source skeleton. In addition to the original meshes, we again
reate and use the downsampled point clouds and punctured versions
f these meshes to perform a thorough evaluation ( Section 4.6 ). 

.2. Intra-subject skeleton transfer experiments (FAUST) 

In this set of experiments, intra-subject skeleton transfer ability of the
ethod was tested, that is, transferring the source skeleton to the other
oses of the same subject. Our method transferred the source skeleton,
hich is inside of the human body shown in Fig. 1 , to the input meshes

uccessfully. The transferred skeletons for the 9 poses of the first subject
an be seen in Fig. 5 which shows that results maintain the medial axis
roperty. Note that the deviation of medial axis in the right foot of the
ource skeleton ( Fig. 1 ) is reflected in our transfer results. The accurate
nd smooth results verify the robustness of our surface correspondence,
igid transformation, and postprocessing schemes in Section 3 . 

.3. Inter-subject skeleton transfer experiments (FAUST) 

In this set of experiments, inter-subject skeleton transfer ability of
he method was tested. In these experiments the source skeleton was
ransferred to the 10 meshes representing all 10 poses of the second,
hird and fourth subjects of the FAUST dataset. Some of the resulting
keletons transferred from the source mesh to the meshes of the sec-
nd, third and fourth subjects of this dataset are shown in Fig. 6 . Our
ethod successfully transferred the source skeleton to 30 different poses

xtremely quickly in-one shot. The results show that the established ro-
ation matrices and translation vectors can represent pose changes not
nly between intra-subjects but also between inter-subjects providing
he method with the abilities such as skeleton transfer between genders
nd subjects with different weights and heights. 

Fast transfer of the source skeleton to several input meshes in one-
hot is not the only advantage of the proposed method. In some cases,
he transferred skeleton is also more accurate than the skeleton for the
nput mesh computed from scratch via a direct method. An example to
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Fig. 5. Input meshes for the first subject of FAUST dataset with the transferred 
skeletons inside of them, resulting from the intra-subject experiments. 
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Fig. 6. Some of the inter-subject skeleton transfer results. Each column shows 
different poses of the same subject and each row shows the same poses of differ- 
ent subjects. Please note that we do not provide all of the results here for space 
issues. All of the results for this experiment are provided in the supplementary 
file. 
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his case can be observed in the figure at right. The skeleton at the top
as computed by using MCF [9] and the one at the bottom was trans-

erred from the source skeleton by using our method. As it can be seen,
ur result is better than that of MCF in terms of medial-axis property
round the armpit (region inside of the red circles) of the subject. We
lso note that MCF, and many other existing algorithms, require water-
ight input meshes, meaning that they will fail on various other input
ypes that we support, e.g., point clouds ( Section 4.4 ) and punctured
odels with boundaries ( Section 4.5 ). 

.4. Experiments for skeleton transfer to downsampled point clouds 

FAUST) 

In this set of experiments, the method was tested on input meshes
aving missing vertices and no connectivities. For this purpose, firstly, a
umber of vertices of the source mesh were selected randomly uniformly
nd the id numbers of these vertices were recorded. After that, vertices
ith the recorded id numbers were removed from all of the meshes,

ncluding the source mesh and all the input meshes of all of the subjects.
e did not do any remeshing operations subsequently, instead, for each

emoved vertex, we further removed all the edges emanating from that
ertex, and all the triangles associated with that vertex. To observe the
erformance degradation clearly, the number of removed vertices were
ncreased 1000-by-1000 from 1000 to 6000, creating a downsampled
oint cloud data in each step. Subsequently, surface correspondences
ere established between the source skeleton and every downsampled
ersions of the source mesh, separately. Please note that, it is better to
ssume the inputs as downsampled point clouds at this point for this
xperiments because while transferring the source skeleton to them, we
o not use and need any face or edge information. After the surface
orrespondence stage, the source skeleton was transferred to the point
louds of inputs by using the approach presented in Section 3.2 and the
esulting skeletons were smoothed by using the approach presented in
ection 3.3 . 
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Fig. 7. Some of the skeleton transfer results when 4000 out of 6890 vertices 
were removed from the meshes; the subjects are represented as disconnected 
point clouds with 2890 points. Each column shows same poses of different sub- 
jects and each row represents different poses of the same subject. Please note 
that we do not provide all of the results here for space issues. All of the results 
for this experiment are provided in the supplementary file. 
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Fig. 8. Subfigures of the first two rows show four of the skeleton transfer results 
when 5000 of 6890 vertices were removed from the meshes. Subfigures of the 
last row show two of the skeleton transfer results when 6000 of 6890 vertices 
were removed from the meshes. 
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The performance of the method did not decrease noticeably even
hen approximately 60% of the vertices of the meshes were uniform

andomly removed. Some of the results of this set of the experiments are
hown in Fig. 7 . This high level of robustness is due to the fact that, as
ong as the correspondence method mentioned in Section 3.1 can find
lternative vertices for the removed vertices in close neighbourhoods
f skeleton vertices, the established local transformations are able to
epresent both intra-subject and inter-subject pose changes. 

The transferred skeletons started to deteriorate as the number of re-
oved vertices were increased. The first two rows of Fig. 8 show four of

he results when 5000 of 6890 (72.5% approx.) vertices of the meshes
ere uniform randomly removed. As one can verify from the figure, al-

hough the transferred skeletons are still valid for some input meshes
e.g., first two subfigures of the first column), they start to become in-
ccurate for some other meshes (e.g., first two subfigures of the second
olumn). When 6000 of 6890 (87% approx.) vertices were removed uni-
orm randomly, the method could not compute valid skeletons for the
nput meshes. Two of the results of this case are shown at the last row of
ig. 8 , where one can see that although the transferred skeleton is not
ad in some cases (e.g., left subfigure of the last row), most of them are
eteriorated (e.g., right subfigure of the last row). The severe decrease
n the accuracy is due to the fact that, when the surface correspondence
ethod cannot find enough number of points in close neighbourhood of
 skeleton vertex, it starts to correspond it to far-away vertices, resulting
n erroneous rotation matrix and translation vector. 

.5. Experiments for skeleton transfer to punctured meshes (FAUST) 

In this set of experiments, a set of connected vertices in a specific
rea of the meshes was removed instead of random removal, resulting
n punctured meshes with boundaries. The id numbers of the removed
ertices were the same for all the meshes including the source mesh and
ll the input meshes of all of the subjects. We generated three types of
unctured meshes each one having a hole in a specific area: on the up-
er left arm, on the upper right leg and on the torso. As in the case for
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Fig. 9. Four of the skeleton transfer results when 91 vertices connected together 
on the upper-left arm of the subjects were removed, forming a hole. Each row 

represents a different subject. Shaded versions of the subjects are in the first 
column. The other two columns show the resulting skeletons for two different 
poses. 
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Fig. 10. Four of the skeleton transfer results when 88 vertices connected to- 
gether on the upper-right leg of the subjects were removed, forming a hole. Each 
row represents a different subject. Shaded versions of the subjects are shown in 
the first column. The other two columns show the resulting skeletons for two 
different poses. 
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ownsampling, after creation of new input meshes, surface correspon-
ences were established between the source skeleton and every punc-
ured version of the source mesh, separately. Surface correspondence
tep was followed by the skeleton transfer and smoothing steps in se-
uence. 

The method transferred the source skeleton accurately in various
ases of the punctured meshes. The results related with the inputs
rom which 91 connected vertices were removed resulting a hole in
he upper left arm are shown in Fig. 9 . In this case, when the ver-
ices were removed, the skeleton vertices close to the hole were corre-
ponded to the mesh vertices in the same rigid part with them, that is, in
he upper left arm. As a consequence, the computed rotation matrices
nd translation vectors could capture the pose changes accurately. Of
ourse, as the number of vertices gets larger, the results would become
eteriorated. 

The accuracy decrease in cases for punctured meshes depends both
n the size and place of the hole. For example, when 88 vertices (al-
ost same with the previous case) were removed from right-legs of the
eshes, the accuracy dropped relatively severely for the most cases.

our examples to this case are given in Fig. 10 . While the results at the
iddle column are accurate due to little pose change at the legs, the

nes at the last column have inaccurate skeletons. 
Four of the results can be seen in Fig. 11 when we removed 176

ertices from the torsos of the meshes. As it can be verified from the fig-
re, when the position of torso of the subject changes significantly, the
uality of the transferred skeleton has a high potential to decrease. The
ubfigure at the bottom-right is an example to this case where the skele-
on segment in the torso has an abrupt change. The results associated
ith the punctured test cases implies that as the method corresponds a

keleton vertex s i to the vertices in different rigid parts of the mesh than
he part in which s i lies, the estimated transformation for s i becomes er-
oneous. 

.6. Experiments for skeleton transfer between non-human subjects 

TOSCA) 

To assess how well the method can be generalized, we used some
eshes from the TOSCA dataset which contains meshes of non-human

ubjects. More specifically, for each set of Centaur, Horse, Gorilla and
olf meshes from TOSCA dataset, we chose a source mesh separately.

ollowing that, we extracted the source skeletons for each kind of non-
uman source mesh by using the MCF method as for the FAUST dataset.
ubsequently, for each type, we transferred the source skeleton to other
eshes for the same type. Fig. 12 shows the results of this set of exper-

ments. Each row corresponds to a different non-human type, the first
olumn shows the shaded versions of the source meshes whose skeletons
an be seen in Fig. 1 . The other columns show the transferred skeleton
o the poses different than the source pose for each type. The mesh mod-
ls in the dataset do not only correspond to non-human models but also
ave different number of vertices and sampling densities compared to
he models in the FAUST dataset. We did not modify any parameter
f the proposed method specifically for this dataset implying that the
ethod is highly and easily generalizable. 

We also tested the performance of the method on downsampled
nd punctured models from the TOSCA dataset to check whether the
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Fig. 11. Four of the skeleton transfer results when 176 vertices connected to- 
gether on the torso the subjects were removed, forming a hole. Each row repre- 
sents a different subject. Shaded versions of the subjects are shown in the first 
column. The other two columns show the resulting skeletons for two different 
poses. 
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Fig. 12. Results obtained from the TOSCA dataset. Each row corresponds to a 
different subject. The first column shows shaded versions of the source meshes, 
the other columns show the transferred skeleton to a different pose than the 
source pose for each type. All of the results for these experiments are provided 
in the supplementary file. 
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uccessful results from the FAUST dataset still hold. To prepare thee
ownsampled models, we removed ∼60% of the vertices uniform ran-
omly. The rest of the procedure was the same as the case for the
ownsampled models from the FAUST dataset described in Section 4.4 .
esults for two of the downsampled models of two different subjects

rom TOSCA dataset are shown in Fig. 13 as point clouds, each row
howing a different subject. We removed 9500 out of 15,768 ver-
ices randomly and uniformly from the centaur model and 11,500
ut of 19,248 from the horse model. The source skeletons are shown
n the first column while the transferred ones to different poses are
hown in the second column. The results imply that conclusions for
he models from the FAUST dataset can be generalized to this dataset
eamlessly. 

To prepare the punctured models, a set of connected vertices from a
pecific part of the mesh were removed. The rest of the procedure was
he same as the case for the punctured models from the FAUST dataset
escribed in Section 4.5 . Results for two of the punctured models from
he TOSCA dataset are shown in Fig. 14 , each row showing a different
ubject. We removed 579 connected vertices out of 25,438 from the back
f the Gorilla model and 464 connected vertices out of 4344 from the
eck of the Wolf model. Shaded versions of the models and the source
keletons are shown in the first and second columns, respectively. The
ransferred skeletons to different poses are shown in the last columns. As
t can be seen by the red circles in the figure, the transferred skeletons
tarted to become deteriorated, similar to the case for FAUST models,
hen we removed a set of vertices from the models non-uniformly, like

reating large holes on the surface. 
.7. Experiments for skeleton transfer between non-registered shapes 

In the experiments of Sections 4.2 and 4.3 , the source mesh and tar-
et meshes were registered vertex-by-vertex. The ones used in the ex-
eriments of Sections 4.4 and 4.5 , a set of vertices were removed from
he meshes but the remaining vertices were still registered vertex-by-
ertex. In this new set of experiments, on the other hand, we test how
ell the method performs when true correspondence information be-

ween source and target meshes is unavailable. 
To this end, we first need to choose source FAUST meshes for each of

he second, third, and fourth subjects in order to perform intra-subject
keleton transfer experiments over these subjects. We chose the meshes
n the same pose with the source mesh for the first subject, and then
xtracted their skeletons by using MCF [9] . After skeleton extraction,
e registered source meshes and target meshes to each other for each

ubject by using the automatic shape correspondence method given in
17] . The rest of the skeleton transfer method is the same as in the other
xperiments. 

The shape correspondence method [17] was run with 9 maximum
evels and 8 initial samples. The details of these parameters can be found
n [17] . In this setting, the algorithm computes approximately 4600 cor-
esponding vertices on average between the source meshes and target
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Fig. 13. Skeleton transfer results for two downsampled point cloud models from 

the TOSCA dataset. Each row represents a different subject. The first column 
shows the source skeletons in the point clouds along with the number of removed 
vertices. The second column shows the transferred skeletons to other poses again 
inside the point clouds. All of the results for these experiments are provided in 
the supplementary file. 

Fig. 14. Skeleton transfer results for two punctured models from TOSCA 

dataset. Each row represents a different subject. Shaded versions of the mod- 
els along with the number of removed vertices are shown in the first column. 
The middle and last columns show the source and transferred skeletons, respec- 
tively. 
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Fig. 15. Some of the skeleton transfer results between non-registered shapes. 
The meshes in each row belongs to a different subject. 
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eshes that have 6890 vertices each. Some of the results from FAUST
ataset are given in Fig. 15 . Each row represents a different subject. 

We conducted the same experiment on TOSCA dataset for Centaur,
orilla and Wolf models. For all of the models, [17] was run with 10
aximum levels and 8 initial samples for Centaur model. The respective
arameters for Gorilla models were 9 and 8, and for Wolf model they
ere 8 and 8. Besides, it computed approximately 5000 corresponding
ertices out of 15,768 for Centaur model, 3400 corresponding vertices
ut of 25,438 for Gorilla model and 2800 corresponding vertices out
f 4344 for Wolf model on average. We provide one result for each
odel in Fig. 16 . The number of computed corresponding vertices for
entaur and Gorilla models are far below ∼40% of number of origi-
al vertices, which is insufficient for estimating optimum rigid transfor-
ations. Their results are consequently not as robust as the Wolf case,
hich aligns with the conclusions drawn in Section 4.4 . 

Accuracy of the skeleton transfer method certainly depends on
he accuracy of the shape correspondence method if vertex-by-vertex
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Fig. 16. One skeleton transfer result for each of centaur, gorilla and wolf models 
from TOSCA dataset. 
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orrespondence is unknown beforehand. Therefore, it would be appro-
riate to share the accuracy of the shape correspondence method here.
verage ground-truth correspondence cost for a computed map 𝜙 de-
ned in [17] is given as 

 grd ( 𝜙) = 

1 
|𝜙|

∑
( 𝑠 𝑖 ,𝑡 𝑗 )∈𝜙

𝑔( 𝑠 𝑖 , 𝑡 𝑗 ) (9)

here ( s i , t i ) is the ground-truth match and ( s i , t j ) is the computed one.
 gives the normalized geodesic distance between any two vertices such
hat the maximum distance is 1. Average D grd values for FAUST and
OSCA are ∼0.042 and ∼0.033, respectively, which verify that our
keleton transfer method works fine in the presence of deviations from
he ground-truth zero-cost maps. 

Accuracy and robustness of skeleton transfer between non-registered
hapes depend on two key points: The number of computed correspond-
ng vertices and accuracy of the computed corresponding vertices. The
ccuracy and robustness of the transferred skeleton increase as these
wo quantities increase. To conclude, the proposed method allows skele-
on transfer between non-registered meshes if the shape correspondence
ethod run beforehand is robust and produces sufficient number of cor-

esponding points. 

.8. Quantitative analysis 

In addition to visually inspecting the transferred skeletons through
ll the preceding figures, we propose two novel error metrics to quantify
he quality of centeredness propoperty of the results. Let p 𝑖, 1 be the clos-
st point to the skeleton point s 𝑖 lying on the mesh in terms of Euclidean
istance. Note that p 𝑖, 1 does not have to be a vertex of the mesh, it can
ie on a triangle or edge of it. Let d 𝑖, 1 ∶= p 𝑖, 1 − s 𝑖 . We compute intersec-
ion points of the mesh and the ray s 𝑖 − 𝑡 d 𝑖, 1 , and denote the closest one
o s 𝑖 as p 𝑖, 2 . Let d 𝑖, 2 ∶= p 𝑖, 2 − s 𝑖 . The setup can be seen at left in Fig. 17 .

With this setup, we define 𝜀 i as 

 𝑖 ∶= ||d 𝑖, 1 + d 𝑖, 2 || (10)
ig. 17. The subfigure at left shows a didactic example introducing the vari- 
bles pictorially used in the error metrics. The subfigure at right shows a real 
ase in our models in which using the error metrics as they are would be inap- 
ropriate. 
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hich gives us a value measuring how much s 𝑖 deviates from the medial-
xis of the mesh. Close to zero values imply that s 𝑖 is close to the medial-
xis of the mesh. We denote �̄� as the average value of 𝜀 i among all
keleton vertices not outliers, which is going to be explained later in this
ection. It indicates how much a skeleton vertex of the mesh deviates
rom the medial-axis on average. 

For the second error metric, we define 𝜅i as 

𝑖 ∶= 

||d 𝑖, 2 ||
||d 𝑖, 1 || − 1 . (11)

Unlike 𝜀 i , 𝜅 i provides us a unitless quantity measuring how much
 𝑖 deviates from the medial-axis of the mesh. Values close to zero im-
ly that s 𝑖 is close to the medial-axis of the mesh. We denote �̄� as the
verage value of 𝜅i among all skeleton vertices not outliers. Like �̄� , it
lso indicates how much a skeleton vertex of the mesh deviates from
he medial-axis on average yet unlike �̄� it is unitless. 

Error metrics in Eqs. (10) and 11 implicitly assume the curve-
keleton goes through the center of a tubular structure. The models in
his study mostly consists of such structures: Legs, arms, torsos, necks,
nd tails. However, this assumption is not true for some parts of the mod-
ls like shoulders. An example to this case is shown at right in Fig. 17 .
n this case, it is clear that || d i ,1 || is not equal to || d i ,2 || yet we can say
hat position of s i is appropriate, at least visually. Such skeleton points
hould somehow be discarded from the accuracy computation. We call
uch vertices as outliers and spot them using the ratio ||d 𝑖, 2 ||∕ ||d 𝑖, 1 ||.
f the ratio for s 𝑖 is above a threshold value determined beforehand,
hich we denote as 𝜂, we exclude s 𝑖 from the computations of the error
etrics. Please note that similar outlier removal actions are common in

he literature. For example, long rays are eliminated while computing
he well-known and commonly-used shape diameter function [11] . Ac-
ording to our evaluations and observations, setting 𝜂 = 4 is enough to
pot most of the outliers for FAUST models. 𝜂 values for the centaur,
orse, gorilla, and wolf models are set to be 6, 6, 7, and 7, respectively.
ith these thresholds, ∼5% of vertices of FAUST models were spotted

s outliers. Outlier percentages for the centaur, horse, gorilla, and wolf
odels are ∼9%, ∼11%, ∼11%, and ∼12%, respectively. 

Quantitative results for various experiments using the error metrics
ntroduced are provided in Table 1 . In order to have a baseline to com-
are the results with, we also computed skeletons of the models using
CF [9] , evaluated them, and report the results in the table. 𝜇�̄� and 𝜎�̄� 

or an experiment represent average of the error values �̄� and standard
eviation of �̄� , respectively, among the models used in the experiment.
ikewise, 𝜇�̄� and 𝜎�̄� for an experiment represent average of the error
alues �̄� and standard deviation of �̄�, respectively, among the models
sed in the experiment. As 𝜇�̄� represents length, it would be better to
ave a quantity to compare it. For that purpose, we report l avg which rep-
esents average edge length of the models used in an experiment. For
he experiments with the downsampled models, results with the meshes
hose ∼60% of the vertices were removed are reported. 

It is important that the source skeleton ensures medial-axis property
s much as possible so we selected the skeleton with the lowest error
alues as the source skeleton among a set of models. Error values re-
ated with them are provided separately in the last 5 lines of Table 1 . For
AUST dataset, errors values for both original and downsampled models
or intra-subject skeleton transfer are just a little below the error values
or MCF. This is most probably due to the phenomenon explained in
ection 4.3 . Error values for inter-subject skeleton transfer are slightly
bove error values for MCF. For TOSCA dataset, error values for both the
riginal and downsampled wolf and horse models are a little below the
rror values for MCF. For both the original and downsampled centaur
nd gorilla models, they are slightly above the ones for MCF. Further-
ore, errors for downsampled models tend to be slightly greater than, if
ot they are almost equal with, the values for the original models, as ex-
ected. To sum up, the method provides us a tool allowing fast skeleton
ransfer between shapes in correspondence, possibly with boundaries or
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Table 1 

Resulting error values for various experiments. 𝜇�̄� and 𝜎�̄� for an experiment represent average of the error values ̄𝜀 and standard 
deviation of �̄� , respectively, among the models used in the experiment. 𝜇�̄� and 𝜎�̄� for an experiment represent average of the 
error values �̄� and standard deviation of �̄�, respectively, among the models used in the experiment. l avg for an experiment 
represents average edge lengths of the models used in the experiment. 

Experiment 𝜇�̄� 𝜎�̄� l avg 𝜇�̄� 𝜎�̄�

Intra-Subject Skeleton Transfer (FAUST) 0.0238 0.0016 0.0163 0.5386 0.0583 

Inter-Subject Skeleton Transfer (FAUST) 0.0286 0.0028 0.0168 0.5487 0.0515 

Intra-Subject Skeleton Transfer on Downsampled Models (FAUST) 0.0239 0.0027 0.0163 0.5487 0.0715 

Inter-Subject Skeleton Transfer on Downsampled Models (FAUST) 0.0289 0.0032 0.0168 0.5830 0.0726 

Mean Curvature Flow on Human Models (FAUST) 0.0248 0.0042 0.0167 0.5482 0.0728 

Skeleton Transfer on Centaur Model (TOSCA) 6.6116 0.5257 1.6696 0.9887 0.0679 

Skeleton Transfer on Downsampled Centaur Model (TOSCA) 6.7015 0.4830 1.6696 1.0030 0.0514 

Mean Curvature Flow on Centaur Model (TOSCA) 6.1178 0.7676 1.6564 0.8953 0.0871 

Skeleton Transfer on Horse Model (TOSCA) 8.6509 0.8597 2.0634 0.7819 0.1015 

Skeleton Transfer on Downsampled Horse Model (TOSCA) 8.6794 0.9241 2.0634 0.7910 0.1140 

Mean Curvature Flow on Horse Model (TOSCA) 8.7558 0.6345 2.0590 0.7664 0.0497 

Skeleton Transfer on Gorilla Model (TOSCA) 6.7356 0.6250 1.0729 1.3140 0.2074 

Skeleton Transfer on Downsampled Gorilla Model (TOSCA) 6.7600 0.5930 1.0729 1.3118 0.1190 

Mean Curvature Flow on Gorilla Model (TOSCA) 5.8962 0.2415 1.0680 1.2381 0.2664 

Skeleton Transfer on Wolf Model (TOSCA) 4.5667 0.1731 2.2529 0.8899 0.0118 

Skeleton Transfer on Downsampled Wolf Model (TOSCA) 4.5556 0.1402 2.2529 0.8875 0.0075 

Mean Curvature Flow on Wolf Model (TOSCA) 4.7830 0.1582 2.2538 0.9596 0.0462 

Source Skeleton of Human Models (FAUST) 0.0226 N/A 0.0165 0.4972 N/A 

Source Skeleton of Centaur Model (TOSCA) 5.5089 N/A 1.6298 0.7675 N/A 

Source Skeleton of Horse Model (TOSCA) 8.2753 N/A 2.0218 0.7375 N/A 

Source Skeleton of Gorilla Model (TOSCA) 5.3832 N/A 1.0531 0.9107 N/A 

Source Skeleton of Wolf Model (TOSCA) 4.3227 N/A 2.2557 0.8108 N/A 
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Table 3 

Time elapsed in the different stages of the method along with number of in- 
put mesh vertices and skeleton vertices. Downsampled ( ∼60% removed) point 
clouds are used. All timings are reported in seconds. 

Model 
Mesh vertex 
count 

Skeleton 
vertex count Surface corr. 

Transfer + 
Smoothing 
(Avg.) 

Human 2890 522 1.820 0.512 

Centaur 6268 664 4.732 0.976 

Horse 7748 654 5.787 1.065 

Gorilla 10,238 493 5.888 0.852 

Wolf 1744 508 1.160 0.768 

e  
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i  

r  

m

4

issing vertices at the expense of a slight, or for some cases no, decrease
n accuracy. 

We believe that our error metrics are valuable in the sense they en-
ble further quantitative assessments for visually similar skeletons. For
xample, thanks to our metrics we notice that, although visually simi-
ar, inter-subject transfer affects centeredness more than downsampling
oes. Also, these error metrics serve the purpose of comparing methods
n terms of centeredness of the resulting curve-skeletons. 

.9. Timings 

The experiments were conducted on a computer with Intel® Core TM 

7-2630QM CPU running at 2 GHz. Time consumed by the surface cor-
espondence stage and by the skeleton transfer plus smoothing stages
long with mesh and skeleton vertex counts for each subject are re-
orted in Table 2 . Time consumed by smoothing stage along is almost
egligible compared to the other stages so we reported time elapsed in
he skeleton transfer and smoothing stages together. Human model in
able 2 refer to the models in the FAUST dataset in which all the models
ave same number of vertices. Centaur, Horse, Gorilla, and Wolf mod-
ls are from TOSCA dataset. We also report the timings related with the
ownsampled versions of the same models obtained by removing ∼60%
f their vertices in Table 3 . One can notice the ∼60% decrease in time
onsumed by the surface correspondence stage. This phenomenon is
Table 2 

Time elapsed in the different stages of the method along with number of input 
mesh vertices and skeleton vertices. Original meshes are used. All timings are 
reported in seconds. 

Model 
Mesh vertex 
count 

Skeleton 
vertex count Surface corr. 

Transfer + 
Smoothing 
(Avg.) 

Human 6890 522 4.121 0.588 

Centaur 15,768 664 12.038 1.216 

Horse 19,248 654 14.840 1.344 

Gorilla 25,438 493 14.752 1.360 

Wolf 4344 508 2.684 0.867 
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xpected because of the linear dependence of surface correspondence
o the mesh vertex count. However, time consumed in skeleton transfer
nd smoothing stage did not decrease at the same ratio as these stages
epend on skeleton vertex count rather than mesh vertex counts. In
unctured models, the number of removed vertices is small so timings
f processing the punctured inputs are almost the same as the original
nputs ( Table 2 ). Please note that the time consumed in the surface cor-
espondence and skeleton transfer stages can further be decreased by
aking the implementation parallel. 

.10. Limitations 

Eq. (1) implicitly assumes that models has enough vertices on the
art of the mesh to which s i is related for a reliable surface correspon-
ence. Drawback of this implicit assumption can best be explained by
n example. Let us discuss about punctured leg sequence given in the
op row of Fig. 18 . As the hole gets larger, the number of mesh vertices
t the vicinity of skeleton vertices in the upper right leg decreases. Con-
equently, the surface correspondence stage of the method constructs
orrespondence sets for the skeleton vertices in the upper right part of
he man with points from upper left leg, lower right leg and lower torso,
hich is a faulty correspondence. As those parts undergo different trans-

ormations than the upper right leg, transferred skeleton becomes inac-
urate. However, when the faulty correspondence sets undergo similar
ransformations with the removed part and/or the pose change is little
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Fig. 18. The top row shows the punctured leg sequence and the middle row 

shows the punctured wolf sequence. For the mesh pairs at both rows, the shaded 
figure at left shows the source mesh and target meshes with transferred skeletons 
are shown at right. Bottom row shows mesh transfer in horse collapse sequence, 
the leftmost figure in this row shows the source mesh and skeleton.. 
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etween shapes, the skeleton does not deteriorates drastically. Punc-
ured wolf sequence given at the middle row of Fig. 18 shows an ex-
mple to this case. Full results of all of the experiments with punctured
esh sequences are provided in the supplementary file. 

In addition to that, when the surface correspondence set undergoes
n extreme deformation, Eq. (2) is incapable to capture the required
ransformation mapping C i to D i . This failure can be observed in the
xperiments with horse and camel collapse sequences [34] . For exam-
le, in the horse collapse sequence shown at the bottom row of Fig. 18 ,
he front legs of the horse undergo such a drastic deformation that
q. (2) cannot capture the true mapping for correspondence sets on the
ront legs of the shape. Results for the camel collapse sequence are pro-
ided in the supplementary file. 

Another limitation of the method emerges when the deformation
etween the source shape and a target shape is not distance preserv-
ng, i.e., non-isometric. The method can tolerate such deformations and
erform transfer successfully in those cases up to some extent; inter-
ubject skeleton transfer ( Section 4.3 ) can be regarded as mild cases of
uch deformations. Nonetheless, if the degree of non-isometry is high,
he resulting skeletons will not be accurate because of the faulty corre-
pondences. For example, if we transfer skeleton of a cat to a giraffe,
he result would be inaccurate due to high non-isometry (Distance be-
ween cat’s chin and leg is not preserved over the giraffe’s chin and leg
ue to stretched neck.). In this case, one can employ an automatic non-
sometric correspondence method, or can even manually provide these
orrespondences to overcome this shortcoming. 

. Conclusion and future work 

We have introduced skeleton transfer between two shapes in corre-
pondence. The query shape can be discretized as a mesh (not necessar-
ly watertight, not necessarily with fixed topology) or point cloud. To
erform the transfer, firstly, the method is supplied a source shape and
ts skeleton that can be obtained manually or with any of the existing
ethods. For each point of the source skeleton, we associate a set of

ource shape points. After that, for each set of associated points, opti-
um rotation matrix and translation vector mapping the point set to

he corresponding query point set is computed. By using these transfor-
ations, the source skeleton is transferred to the query shape point by
oint. Skeleton transfer process is completed by a smoothing postpro-
essing stage. 

We conducted experiments to test both intra-subject and inter-
ubject human skeleton transfer performance of the method as well as
on-human cases. Various types of shape discretizations are used in or-
er to show versatility. The results of the experiments demonstrated
isually appealing skeletons, even for the cases where the number of
ertices in the meshes are decreased uniformly by ∼60%. Neverthe-
ess, the transferred skeletons started to loose their accuracy when we
emoved more of the vertices than this percentage. When the removal
s done non-uniformly, i.e., in the form of a hole around a specific re-
ion, our method is still successful but not as tolerant as the ∼60% case.
hese two removal cases, consequently, can be cast as the limitations of
ur method if they exceed a certain amount. The method was also tested
n cases when no correspondence information available. In such cases,
e first established a correspondence between the source shape and the
uery shapes by an existing shape correspondence method. Results of
hese experiments show that the method is still capable of transferring
he skeleton accurately with accuracy depending on the performance of
he shape correspondence method used. 

We currently handle skeleton transfer between non-rigid shapes such
s different poses of an articulated model. Another interesting research
irection is to extend the scope of the work so that it can handle shapes
ith arbitrarily scaled parts, e.g., transferring horse skeleton to a giraffe
hich has a longer neck. Moreover, as the method keeps topology of the

ource skeleton during transfer operation, it cannot handle the cases
hen genus of the source mesh changes across input meshes. We leave

nhancement of the method to manage such cases as a future work. In
ddition to skeleton transfer problem, investigating the inverse problem,
hat is, transferring the outer shape to other target skeletons, can be
ddressed as a future work. 
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